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letter to
stakeholders
The second edition of the Sustainability Report is our way of telling 
with transparency who we are, our commitment to people and to 
the territory that hosts us. We tell how from Trentino and from our 
Val di Fiemme we have gone into the world, thinking locally but acting 
globally. It is a budget, but for us it is above all a tool that focuses on 
where we are on our path to sustainability and that allows us to make 
increasingly conscious and responsible decisions for our future.
For La Sportiva, being sustainable means first of all picking up a 
legacy, that of the mountain that surrounds us, and transmitting 
the same passion to others: investing in eco-friendly solutions and 
product quality, in the workplace and in the production process too. 
Sustainability is for us a fundamental driving force at the base of 
innovation that pushes us to look for solutions with low environmental 
impact and that extend the life cycle of our products.
My family and I, are proud of the growth we are experiencing, so much 
so as to have achieved an important expansion of the production area 
always here in the Fiemme Valley.
A community rather than a simple territory, which gave rise to this 
company by integrating it into its social fabric. It is towards this 
reality, made up of people and the environment, that we feel indebted. 
Reducing our impact with virtuous best practices, always assessing 
the sustainability of our choices and improving the quality of life of 
our community, are values pinned in our DNA. These values are 
transmitted by being strengthened from generation to generation 
within our family, “contaminating” all our collaborators and the 
external realities that work with us. In fact, we strongly believe in 
the growth of the relationship with our stakeholders, suppliers, 
customers and all the public and private entities with which we have 
ongoing relationships that give life to our presence on the territory 
and in the world.
Working together in a sustainable direction, we can really be agents 
of change and make a difference.
We are committed to proceeding with this project and we are talking 
about it in this publication, knowing that, just like when approaching a 
mountain, the summit is impervious but not unreachable.
In the concept of “for your mountain” there is also all of this.

Lorenzo Delladio

CEO & President 
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La Sportiva
Sustainable
Development 
Goals La Sportiva has been operating for over 90 years in the 

fascinating environmental context of Val di Fiemme, a 
valley at the foot of the Dolomites, a world heritage site. 
This localization has always brought with it a social 
and environmental responsibility that is strongly 
felt within the company which, through methods and 
work processes with low environmental impact, 
good practices, eco products and certifications, has 
always placed the relationship with the company first. 
environment by seeking an approach that is as eco-
friendly as possible.

We are always searching for technologies, techniques, 
processes and materials capable of constantly 
evolving our products and ways of experiencing the 
mountains, and in doing so we pay the utmost attention 
to environmental respect and all possible solutions 
to reduce raw material waste and CO2 emissions in 
relation to the Objectives for Sustainable Development 
of the 2030 Agenda of the United Nations.

La Sportiva is committed to identifying 
circular economy solutions for recycling 
and reusing materials in production.
The company creates products 
characterized by durability, sensitizes 
consumers and encourages reuse by 
offering a repair service to extend the 
life of the product.

La Sportiva is committed to increasing 
energy supply from renewable sources 
and improving energy performance.
The main projects include the district 
heating plant built for the new production 
site with the collaboration of the 
Magnifica Comunità di Fiemme.

Innovation is a characterizing aspect 
of the industrial development of the 
company, which constantly introduces 
new products partly patented on the 
market.
The efficiency orientation of the 
production process is another important 
asset, as shown by the conception of the 
new plant.

La Sportiva creates employment 
opportunities at local level, contributing 
to the economic growth of the Val di 
Fiemme, both through recruitment and 
through the selection of suppliers.

The quality of the work environment, 
corporate welfare, training, health and 
safety at work are important issues for 
La Sportiva, committed to the prevention 
and protection of health and to improving 
safety in the workplace.

La Sportiva creates employment 
opportunities at the local level, 
contributing to the economic growth 
of the Val di Fiemme, both through 
recruitment and through the selection of 
suppliers.

The quality of the air, the reduction of emissions and the management of 
environmental impacts along the entire production chain are aspects that La 
Sportiva takes special care of. The virtuous project of re-using processing waste 
allows the reduction of emissions in the production chain.
Emission control is also achieved through the management of home-work 
commuting and parking.
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Innovation
with passion

“Mountaineers, climbers, runners, ski mountaineers, collaborators, internal and external 
suppliers: these are the people who make the difference and who every day contribute to evolving 
technologies, machinery, materials, processes and ways of understanding the mountain from a 
sustainable perspective”

Lorenzo Delladio, CEO & President

10
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for your
mountain
The mission of producing boots, shoes and sportswear keeping us faithful to 
the values of a family business with almost a century of history is a daily 
challenge.
Our guide is the passion and our passion is the mountain: respecting the 
environment in which we operate is at the base of our activity, it is what we 
want to transfer to the users through our products.
This is what we mean by “FOR YOUR MOUNTAIN”.

1312
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welcome to
val di fiemme

“We do business in the mountains in Val di Fiemme, at an altitude of 1000 meters,
in the heart of the Dolomites.”

Lanfranco Brugnoli, General Manager
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Living and working in a mountain valley 
means confronting yourself every day 
with the local community and with a 
strong sense of belonging and origin.
The companies of this Valley which, 
like La Sportiva, support employment, 
initiatives and activities for the 
development and well-being of the 
community represent a task force 
of enterprise, courage and social 
responsibility that is not at all obvious 
and capable of making a difference in the 
Trentino economic and social scenario.
The operational and administrative 
headquarters in Ziano di Fiemme, is 

the place where the production and 
marketing activities of La Sportiva 
brand products start and develop.
The company, from a small workshop in 
the year of its foundation in 1928, has 
evolved over time into a shoe factory, 
starting from the plant in Località 
Piera to Tesero and then moving to the 
industrial area of Ziano di Fiemme, to 
then expand and grow into several 
sectors and markets coming to accept 
the global brand challenge. Footwear 
and mountain clothing today represent a 
complete and total look offer with which 
La Sportiva presents itself in over 70 

countries. A strong determination has 
led the family to maintain the production 
department of climbing boots and shoes 
in Trentino, facing a demanding but 
rewarding road.
In 2018 the expansion of the 
production department was 
completed, which allowed, through 
the hiring of new staff, to avoid the 
organization of shift work and increase 
the number of shoes produced.

La Sportiva is Val di Fiemme: an alpine setting that welcomes the company and feeds a 
relationship of respect for the mountain and the people who live there.

val di fiemme,
the economic scenario

The Valle di Fiemme, located in the 
eastern part of the Autonomous 
Province of Trento, is recognized 
worldwide for winter sports and 
tourism. About 20,000 inhabitants, 
an average tourist flow of 975,000 
visitors a year, and an industrial 
sector of about 40 companies 
from different sectors: a group 
of companies that have grown 
together and have cultivated, as in 
sports, a healthy competitive spirit 
by exporting to the the Trentino and 
Italian excellence abroad.

“There is nothing easy in doing business, but doing business in the mountains in Val di 
Fiemme, at 1,000 meters above sea level, in the heart of the Dolomites, from the point of 
view of logistics and costs requires a greater effort than companies that they operate 
on the plain, on the main routes, close to motorways, ports and airports.

Supplies, delivery times and organization are all much more complex. At the same time 
living, thinking, planning, producing and having the possibility of being able to reach 
the ideal terrain for testing in just a few minutes, here in these mountains, is a great 
opportunity. It is something that underlies not only our philosophy but also our way of 
staying in contact with the local population and culture. We are constantly positively 
contaminated by the surrounding environment. “

Lorenzo Delladio, CEO & President
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since 1928

1928 ‘40

From the heart of the Trentino Dolomites ... to the whole 
world: a family tradition that began in 1928.
A history of mountaineering, passion and innovation.

READ THE FULL STORY

In Tesero, The La Sportiva cobbler. The Sportiva cobbler shope expands

Narciso Delladio handcrafted wooden clogs and leather 
boots designed for lumberjacks and farmers in the Fiemme 
and Fassa valleys. At the Milan Trade Fair, the founder 
presents the patent for a special lacing system and starts 
his entrepreneurial success.

The demand for boots is growing and the company is 
expanding beyond the valleys, to Trento and Bolzano.

‘50

1987

‘70

1995-96

The La Sportiva brand is born.

From the boot to the shoe.

La Sportiva, all about mountain.

The new factory in Ziano di Fiemme.

Narciso’s son Francesco joins the company and the first ski 
boots are manufactured. La Sportiva takes part in the first 
fairs, in Milan and in Europe.

La Sportiva starts the production of climbing shoes, thanks 
to the bright intuition of Lorenzo Delladio.

Lorenzo, Luciano and Marco Delladio join the company. The 
company specializes in the mountain sector by progressively 
abandoning the production of ski boots.

The needs linked to the increase in production lead La 
Sportiva to create a new 7,000 square meter production 
plant in Ziano di Fiemme.

1918
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1997 2003
Quality certification. Integrated environment quality system.

The company obtains quality certification according to the 
ISO 9002 standard, demonstrating a continuous search for 
improvement of business processes.

La Sportiva is the first company in the outdoor-footwear 
sector to equip itself with an integrated UNI ISO 14001-
9001 quality system that demonstrates the company’s 
commitment to quality and respect for the environment.

2011 2015
La Sportiva in the East. New company managment.

The new company “Fujian La Sportiva” set up in collaboration 
with the Chinese manufacturer with whom the company has 
been collaborating for 12 years for the realization of the line 
of footwear for mountain running has become operational.

When Francesco Delladio dies, his son Lorenzo becomes 
President and together with the General Manager Lanfranco 
Brugnoli, he joins the Giulia Delladio Board of Directors.

2005 2008-10
La Sportiva SpA and La Sportiva NA merger. New markets.

The American distributor becomes an integral part of 
the company and the export is approaching 80% with 
an increase in seasonal orders of 30% compared to the 
previous year.

Giulia Delladio joins the company in the marketing 
department. Thanks to an agreement with the Korean 
multinational Samsung, La Sportiva starts the realization 
of a collection of its own-brand mountain technical clothing 
that completes the niche market served from a total look, 
starting from ski mountaineering.

2016 2018
The Innovation Center. 90th anniversary of La Sportiva.

Opens the Innovation Center, a large structure dedicated to 
research and development; here the “carbon” department 
is inserted for the development and prototyping of new 
products. The brand store in Cavalese is also new, as is the 
company’s website and online store.

#TrentoLaSportiva: on May 23rd the 90th anniversary of La 
Sportiva is celebrated at the Muse of Trento in the presence 
of 4,000 fans and sportsmen. The company expands with 
the addition of a new 5,100 square meter plant to Ziano di 
Fiemme.
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everything
for someone

La Sportiva today is a total look: footwear and apparel for those who love to experience the 
mountains at any latitude and altitude, from the professional to the enthusiast. The goal is to 
fully represent the enthusiast, to be “all for someone, not something for everyone”.
Each product is designed, developed and tested in close collaboration between R&D departments 
and athletes.

“Since the time of my grandfather Narciso in 
developing a new product we have always 
applied a system that still works today: 
listening to the indications of experts, 
athletes, most visionary mountaineers, 
looking for constructive solutions and 
new materials suitable for building better 
and better products able to meet the most 
advanced needs.”

Lorenzo Delladio, CEO & President.

2322
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arco
2014

cavalese
2016

ziano di fiemme
Factory store

1998

Boulder (usa)
 2018

rodellar (ES)
2017

finale ligure
2018

mexico city (mex)
2018

trento
2019

pozza di fassa
2019

siurana (ES)
2019

brand stores

La Sportiva brand stores are located in strategic areas for the practice of climbing and 
outdoor sports and are designed to fully convey the spirit and values of “Made in Val di 
Fiemme”.
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COSTUMERS
End users and 

wholesale 
custumers.

TRADE UNIONS 
AND PUBLIC 
AUTHORITIES

SUPPLIERS
Local, National 

and Foreign.

COLLABORATORS LOCAL COMMUNITY

stakeholders

Stakeholders are all those who interact at various levels with the company, a dense network 
of commercial and institutional relationships that make up the world of the company and from 
which it draws continuous exchanges and benefits.
Listening to collaborators, athletes, suppliers and partners is what allows the company to satisfy 
its customers, anticipating their needs and where possible going beyond their expectations with 
innovations and intuitions ahead of their time. And knowing how to listen also means interacting 
with the local community, Val di Fiemme, Trentino and trade associations such as Confindustria 
Trento, with which La Sportiva maintains fruitful exchanges for continuous growth aimed at 
innovation.

TESTIMONIALS

The materiality matrix, which is the basis of the international GRI standard, is the result 
of an analysis aimed at identifying the relevant issues for the stakeholders and for 

the Company. For this reason, at the end of 2018, a number of questionnaires 
were sent to collaborators, customers, suppliers and testimonials for a total 

of 415 and interviews were conducted with opinion leaders in the area 
and in the sector. From the survey, crossing the priorities of the 

company and stakeholders, the themes visible in this graphic 
representation emerge as most relevant.

THE MATERIALITY
MATRIX
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IMPACT MANAGMENT
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ECONOMY

RESEARCH AND 
DEVELOPMENT OF 
NEW PRODUCTS

TRAINING
OF HUMAN
RESORUCESHEALTH AND 

SAFETY AT WORK

WASTE
MANAGMENT

WORK AND
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ENVIRONMENT

SUPPORT
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CONSUMER HEALTH
AND SAFETY

EFFICIENT MANAGMENT OF 
ENERGY CONSUMPTION
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From the materiality analysis it emerges that some themes are perceived as priorities and on it is 
important to make choices. These themes are the objectives that La Sportiva sets for continuous 
improvement.

The circular economy has the objective of maintaining for as long as possible, the value of 
products, materials and resources, passing from an idea of linear economy to a circularity, 
where the recovered material is re-introduced into the production circuit , making the most 
of its energy value and reducing negative externalities. This is why La Sportiva is committed 
to reducing the waste produced, seeking solutions for reusing raw materials and waste 
material. The Mythos ECO shoes are the first product resulting from this philosophy that will 
see further future developments.

“Bringing together people and companies of different extraction through the sharing of 
values such as respect for the territory and nature, the sustainability of production and 
materials is the key to turning a company into an outdoor company. Doing it sustainably is a 
big responsibility, and I think La Sportiva fully recognises this.”

Davide Marta – Skialper

“La Sportiva creates mountain shoes in the mountains (and 
respecting the mountains). The bond with the territory is not only 
a moral obligation but it is a real and added value opportunity.”

Simone Moro - Alpinist

relevant topics
for La Sportiva 
and stakeholders

CIRCULAR ECONOMY AND WASTE MANAGEMENT

Another important theme that emerged from listening to the 
interested parties is that of research and development, a sector 
in which La Sportiva continues to invest in seeking increasingly 
efficient solutions and materials that combine quality, durability 
and reduced environmental impact.
The Innovation Center, an extensive structure of offices and 
laboratories aimed at developing and prototyping new products 
is a testimony of this, where new methodologies are constantly 
tested and consolidated products improved.

research and development 
of NEW PRODUCTS

Ensuring health and safety in the workplace is one of the cornerstones 
of responsibility. Risk prevention and safety improvement are objectives 
that La Sportiva is committed to achieving every day.

“I really believe that La Sportiva does not want to undertake a direction of 
economic utility only but that it is instead very focused on people, and it moves 
just like a big family that thinks about the long term and the conditions of its 
collaborators.”

Caroline Ciavaldini – climber, Lead Champion

work environment, corporate welfare,
training, health and safety at work

The commitment to good air quality in the mountains is another aspect 
that La Sportiva focuses on with great care since it is part of the vision to 
operate in harmony with the surrounding environment.

“If you work in the Dolomites, the environmental variable is the first thing 
to be taken into consideration. La Sportiva gives people the chance to go 
outside in the open air and appreciate nature: this is perhaps the most 
important thing. It is the company’s vocation: to act as a leader in the 
environmental variable, because this is what Sportiva is, it is what its 
story tells.”

Niklas Brosnas e Haymo Strubel – Polygiene

Air quality and emissions

28
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The attention to local suppliers with exchanges and mutual satisfaction is 
what La Sportiva pursues, through the quality system. The goal, in the near 
future, is to progressively expand dialogue with suppliers to build a supply 
chain that is increasingly attentive to the responsibility for purchasing 
goods and services.

“We can improve and make the products much more sustainable, we need 
to open new research, procedures, processes that will require commitment 
and perseverance, which in the long term will bring much more than 
economic value. As leading companies and consolidated partners, we must 
strive for socio-environmental attention from every point of view through 
a shared charter of values, a code of ethical conduct that must always be 
respected.”

Luca Lurve - W. L. Gore & Associate

The positive management of the environmental impact is strongly linked to 
the organization’s ability to carefully assess the risks, prevent them and 
respond effectively if damage and accidents occur. The integrated system 
has these aims, since it is fundamental for the company to work constantly 
so that the production objectives are pursued by minimizing the variables 
that can interfere and constitute damage.

“Fifteen years ago the environmental theme was not given due consideration. 
Today more than ever we must do business considering the resources we 
take from the territory and from the planet and evaluate the impact and the 
environmental footprint that we leave with it. And there is no doubt, it must 
be as close to zero as possible.”

Luca Lurve - W. L. Gore & Associates

Environmental impact management

Ethical and environmental
assessment of suppliers

La Sportiva is attentive to energy consumption and prefers the use of 
renewable or low environmental impact energy sources.
An example is the new biomass district heating network and the provision 
of pipes for other companies in the production area. The project stems from 
the collaboration between the company and the Magnificent Community of 
Fiemme.

“It is fundamental to create a network, especially in a mountain environment, 
La Val di Fiemme must be a quality brand in the responsible use of resources. 
The same thing occurred in the sale of the land for district heating: everyone 
did his part, La Sportiva, us, the municipality of Ziano di Fiemme.”

Giacomo Boninsegna – President of the Magnificent Comunity of Fiemme

energy management

It is essential to invest daily to prevent risks and obtain the best efficiency from machinery and processes. With constant technological evolution La Sportiva 
aims to reduce waste and environmental impact.

La Sportiva, along with other companies in the Val di Fiemme, produces 
more than 60% of the local turnover of a territory devoted to tourism. 
Industry is therefore the main employer with 33% of employees.

“Mountain enthusiasts need to know that product development is just as important as the product itself.
Customers should see that product development is important and the company should invest even more in their athletes:
there is no better way to tell their story.”

Denis Wischniewski - Editor in Chief of Trail Running Magazine

“Networking with other companies in the area is neither obvious nor easy 
because each of the companies in Val di Fiemme operates in different 
markets. However the companies of Val di Fiemme can share the concept 
of belonging and the entrepreneurial vision. At the strategic level it is 
important to enhance human resources, also considering that it is difficult 
to find specialized personnel in these areas.”

Marco Misconel – President of the Cassa Rurale Val di Fiemme

MAINTENANCE SYSTEM AND CONSUMER SAFETY

SUPPORT
FOR LOCAL EMPLOYMENT
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Despite having achieved interantional fame, La Sportiva 
maintains solid roots in the territory: the local economic 
repercussions are therefore among the priority objectives of 
its work, challenging the logistical and space difficulties hat 
this choice may present.  
The company’s collaborators are largely fromTrentino Alto-
Adige (75%) and the share of economic value distributed to 
suppliers is allocated to the local supply chain (Triveneto) for 
32% of what is generally recognised to suppliers.  

These are the principles that have always inspired La 
Sportiva and that since 2014 have been defined in the 
Code of Ethics.
The four principles guide daily behavior in the conduct 
of business and in general in operational activities in 
all their forms, for the good functioning, reliability and 
reputation of the company.
To guarantee the correct adoption of the Code of 
Ethics, the company has appointed a Supervisory 
Body to further protect La Sportiva and its image.a

company
with a 

dolomite
soul

Living, thinking, planning, producing and 
having the possibility of being able to reach 
the ideal grounds for testing our products 
in a few minutes, here in our mountains, is 
a great opportunity. 

La Sportiva is a world leader in the production of climbing shoes and mountain boots and exports to more than 70 countries 
worldwide. It is a growing company, as shown by the double-digit turnover trends of recent years: since 2012 the average 
growth has been 16.6% and in the last three years 12.7%. Thanks to the expansion of 5,100 square meters of the Ziano 
di Fiemme plant, built in 2018, both the new clothing production lines for outdoor and leisure, and those for footwear are 
expanding, towards a doubling of production capacity.

+5100 
square meters

medium growth

+12,7 
from 2015

+16,6 
from 2012

correctness
loyalty

integrity
trasparency

% %
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During its 90 years, the company has always 
been ahead of its time in the production of 
avant-garde products:1947

1988

1996

2005

1991

2002

2007

2009

2008

ski boot
lacing

bootie
pulley

mirage

impact
brake
system

mythos
lacing

3d flex
system

p3
permanent

power
platform

no-edge
technology

stratos

To complete its transformation from a family and artisan 
company to an international company and “glocal” since 1984, 
La Sportiva is a capital company.
The Delladio family’s presence at the helm of the company 
remains firm in the succession of four generations: from the 
founder Narciso Delladio, who had the intuition to specialize 
in shoes for mountaineering, to his son Francesco, who led 

the transition from artisan phase to the industrial phase, up 
to his nephew Lorenzo, now at the helm of the company and 
internationalization man and his daughter Giulia, from 2015 
on the Board of La Sportiva and strategic marketing manager 
committed to combining the tradition and identity of the 
Trentino company with innovation, integrating and creating 
synergies between the apparel and footwear collections.

la sportiva s.p.a.
Ziano di Fiemme

Italy

100%
la sportiva ltd

Hong Kong

98,71%
la sportiva n.a. inc.

Boulder, CO
USA

100%
la sportiva sarl

St. Jean de Vedas
France

40%
fujian la sportiva co. ltd

China

the GRoUP and
the governance
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Today the company has more than 300 employees, moving important economic repercussions 
at the local level, operating at the same time on an international scale. Corporate governance, 
the heart of the Group, is streamlined and dynamic, guaranteeing a high degree of quality and 
responsibility in the governing body.

La Sportiva today controls both directly and indirectly companies that perform activities that are 
complementary and functional to the group’s core business.
La Sportiva SpA is governed by a central Board of Directors - composed of the Chairman and 2 directors - 
and of the Board of Statutory Auditors - composed of 3 auditors. In 2015, Francesco Delladio died and his 
son Lorenzo became president. Two new members joing the board of directors, Giulia Delladio and Lanfranco 
Brugnoli, former administrative and financial director (2002).

board of
auditors

Moncher Edgardo 
chief statutory auditor

Barbacovi Giorgio
statutory auditor of the board

Bortolotti Giovanni Paolo
statutory auditor of the board

board of
directors

Delladio Lorenzo 
President and ceo

Delladio Giulia
adviser

Brugnoli Lanfranco
adviser

La Sportiva was the first company worldwide in the outdoor 
footwear sector to equip itself with an integrated Quality and 
Environment system. Back in 1997 the company could boast a 
certified Quality Management System.
The company thus has a single tool for supervision and 
verification of compliance and improvement, which is applied 
- through integrated procedures - to respond in a timely and 
effective manner first of all to regulatory compliance and, 
subsequently, to sustainability objectives overall. The integrated 
management system currently groups two ISO (International 
Standard Organization): ISO 9001 for organizational quality and 

ISO 14001 for environmental management and improvement; 
in 2018 an OHSAS 18001 certification process was started 
for workers’ health and safety in the workplace. In general, 
the purpose of the company is to standardize the activities so 
as to guarantee high performance, apply parameters for the 
achievement of predefined objectives, aim for the constant 
search for optimization.
Every aspect of the company organization is clearly defined and 
each process is constantly monitored through periodic checks 
and is evaluated through performance indicators.

The commitment is also demonstrated by the periodic checks of CO2 emissions into the atmosphere, the quality of the air within the 
production area, the constant planning of updating workers in the field of safety at work, as well as the greatest possible recovery 
of waste produced in processing and by the continuous search for new forms of recycling.

“Our guide is passion, and our passion is the mountain”

an integrated
managment system

82% Export

18% Italy

international
presence
La Sportiva products are present in more than 70 countries through a 
distribution system based on local agencies and distributors.
As a further demonstration of the increasingly international spirit, La Sportiva’s 
turnover is over 80% from abroad.
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The direct economic value generated is composed of the 
company’s revenues, including changes in product inventories, 
other revenues and financial income.
In terms of revenues, 2018 was a very positive year for La 
Sportiva; sales of footwear, apparel and accessories exceeded 
96 million euros and confirmed double-digit growth (+ 13.4% 
compared to 2017) as in previous years: an uninterrupted trend 
since 2012, overcoming the economic situation economic and 

showing an average annual turnover growth of 16.6% from 
2012 to 2018.

Footwear remains the distinctive product with an increase 
in sales of around 17% more in 2018 than in 2017. Similarly, 
clothing continues with its growth trend, with and increase of 
about 28% in the sale of garments between 2017 and 2018.

The direct economic value generated reached 201 million euros in 2018, while the direct economic value distributed exceeded 94 
million euros. Both of these economic indicators are up compared to the previous year, respectively + 10.7% and + 11.1%.

performance and
economic results

economic
value

directly
generated

economic
value
directly
distribuited

evolution of total annual turnover

94%   Revenues from sales and benefits

4%   Variation of product inventories

1%   Financial income

90.000.000 €

75.000.000 €

45.000.000 €

60.000.000 €

30.000.000 €

1%   Other revenues and income

The direct economic value distributed represents the direct and indirect economic repercussions granted to the shareholders and 
stakeholders of La Sportiva.

The economic amount paid to suppliers is confirmed to be the largest share of the direct economic value distributed (76% in 2018) 
of which over 30% it is paid only to local suppliers (Triveneto) to emphasize the close relations with the surrounding territory.

2018201620142012

 75% Suppliers

 13% Employees

 8% Company

 3% Public administration

<1% Capital gains
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For La Sportiva, eco-sustainability is one of the five corporate 
drivers: it guides choices towards a production that has the least 
possible environmental impact; a choice consistent with two 
other solid development drivers: the passion for the mountains 
and belonging to the Trentino area and the Val di Fiemme.
Respect for the environment permeates every activity of the 
company, starting from the design phase of new products, 
engaging the R&D area in the search for eco-compatible or 
recycled raw materials with low environmental impact, and then 
extending to all phases of the production process, with the aim of 
progressively reducing CO2 emissions and waste production.
La Sportiva environmental commitment has been concretized 
both with process and product certifications.
As part of its environmental policy, the company supports the 
sustainable mobility of its employees, offering incentives to car 
pooling and uses only biodegradable plates, cutlery and cups 
inside the headquarters and in the show rooms but also during 
events and fairs.

eco-sustainability goal

INNOVATION 
AND RESPECT 
FOR THE
ENVIRONMENT
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          compatible
products

fundraising

2017
Mythos ECO

95%
low impoact materials

2018
cobra ECO

85%
low impoact materials

As for the product, in 2017 the company launched an ECO 
version of the historic Mythos climbing shoe, made of 95% with 
recycled materials with reduced environmental impact. Since 
2012 the company has also embarked on a path to eliminate all 
PFCs (perfluorocarbons) from its garments and, immediately 
started a collaboration with bluesign® (international standard 
of certification of production chain in a social and ecological 
field), introducing the first certified products on the market in 
the 2014/15 season.
In 2018 the certified products, which are all part of the Apparel 
collection, are over half of the total.

With Mythos Eco La Sportiva won the Sustainability Award 
at the Outdoor fair in Monaco for its commitment to creating 
products with reduced environmental impact (metal-free 
tanning, biodegradable leather, water-based adhesives, 
rubber-produced sole first second). This was followed by 
Cobra ECO: a model included in the climbing 2018 collection 
and made up of 85% eco-friendly materials.
Recently, the company has also begun to reduce paper labels on 
footwear products with the aim of eliminating them.

Since 2013 the company is a member of EOCA (European 
Outdoor Conservation Association) which finances projects 
around the world aimed at conserving territories, habitats and 
threatened species, to which in 2017 and 2018 the company 
allocated 20% of the proceeds of Black Friday; furthermore, 
the company is about to become a member of the 1% For the 
Planet organization, which expects to allocate at least 1% of its 
annual turnover to environmental projects and causes.
Despite being a company characterized by a strong 
internationalization, La Sportiva remains always rooted and 
attentive to its territory.
The company’s commitment in the environmental field in 2018 
earned it the National Radical Green Award, promoted by 
Green Week and reserved for companies that operate daily in 
the development of sustainable products and processes.

To strengthen the environmental mission,
La Sportiva carries out fundraising activities for environmental associations:

Certification of the textile production chain 
according to internationally recognized 
socio-environmental criteria
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2. Hemming

The assembly by sewing of all the 
construction components of the upper. 
Another way to say high, very high 
tailoring. Sturdy hides varying in thickness 
from 1 to 5 mm and micro components 
are sewn by expert hands with millimeter 
precision: the performance of the shoe 
starts from here.
Automation reduced to the minimum: 
the seams are three-dimensional and 
the artisan skill is the most advanced 
technique known to man today to obtain 
them.

It is the phase from which all the flat 
components that make up the shoe are 
obtained.
The raw materials in leather and rubber 
arrive in the form of rolls and plates: the 
operator selects, controls the material 
with eyes and hands, positions it under 
the presses or on the automated vibrating 
blade cutting tables. The shape of the 
components is given by hundreds of steel 
dies placed one after the other under the 
presses to obtain every single piece for 
each single size. All the elements are ready 
for the second phase.

1. Cutting

born of a
LA SPORTIVA
product
The eco-sustainability driving force and the reduction of environmental impacts related to the 
production process has been inherent in the company DNA since the seventies, when La Sportiva used 
recycled tires from the motor racing circuit to make the soles.

4. Assembly

5. Carding

In this phase the edges and soles are 
assembled on the uppers.
In a manual process supported 
by latest-generation machinery, 
operations are carried out to insert 
and bond all the stiffeners on the soft 
part of the upper. This is where the 
assembly of midsoles, buttresses, 
soles, edges and reinforcements takes 
place: the sock obtained from the hem 
is now a shoe in every respect with 
every component assembled. Behind 
every glue stroke: tightness, elasticity 
and flexibility of the product.

The final touch: a chisel is used to finish each 
boot and shoe by creating the correct edge 
of the sole, by carding (removing) the excess 
rubber that protrudes from the profile of the 
shoe.
It is done by hand because this is the only way 
to obtain the particular inclinations that each 
model requires to perform correctly on the 
rock. In those millimeters there is all La Sportiva.

3. Skiving

This is the phase in which all the rubber 
components are prepared for assembly.
The skiving machines run on each single 
rubber edge obtaining zones with differentiated 
thickness and gradual thinning through 
mechanical abrasion. Careful eyes and hands 
guide the process in what is a crucial phase of 
very high specialization.

“The tires were those of the Alfa 33 Sport that ran in the prototype world championship. 
Then I had the idea of verifying if the tread compound could be used as the sole of our 
climbing shoes.”

Lorenzo Delladio
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On the Apparel side, in 2018 several garments were designed and in 2019 they will be totally or partially made with fabrics and 
padding obtained from the reuse of polyester resulting from the recycling of plastic bottles at the end of their life. The garments 
that bear the “RECYCLED FABRIC & INSULATION” label guarantee that each petrochemical derivative has been replaced with fibers 
obtained from recycled polyester; that the garment helps to reduce the impact on the planet, which is durable, that its quality is 
preserved over time and that it allows a reduction in CO2 emissions.

The collection of ski touring boots also includes models made of Pebax® Rnew® Bio-based eco-friendly material, polemer that uses 
Ricino plants.

Over the years, the consumption of raw materials has increased 
proportionately with the increase in production volume.
In order to reduce the consumption of leather, laser cutting is 
done by accurately calculating how and where to arrange the 
shapes to be cut inside the raw leather.

The rubber, which represents the main production waste, is 
partially recovered and sent for recycling to be re-used for 
internal use.

Consumption of raw materials by type  - 2018

9%30% 61%

Leather Rubber Adhesives

reduction of adhesives

Since 2014 La Sportiva has introduced the new Eco-Bond 
technology, the PVC adhesive film already applied by the 
supplier directly on the sole, which does not require further 

application of glue during assembly, but the simple reactivation 
of the adhesive film. This type of technology allows a great 
saving of glue for shoe produced.

Ricinus Communis Castor oil Polymerization Skiboots

Reduction
of waste goal
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Eco-Design:
an example
of a circular
economy

LA SPORTIVA
for AGRICuLTURe

A perfect example of re-use of production scraps as second raw material for the production of other derivative products is the 
project to re-use end-of-series leathers for the production of Eco-Design items, thanks to the collaboration with the Samuele 
Social Cooperative, which helps people in difficulty to enter the world of work through specific training and specially equipped 
laboratories. The Eco-Design bags, key rings and other items find space inside the La Sportiva store.

“One Man’s Waste is Another Man’s Treasure: sustainability operation”

sales of recycled leather products

processing scraps (kg) intended for agricultural use

1600

800

1200

400

5000

10.000

15.000

20.000

2018

2018

2017

2017

2016

2016

1% Pencil cases

2% CoversKit 16%

5% Backpack bags

Purse 10%

Keychain 22%

Bags 44%

The re-use of processing waste for secondary processing and production activities of organic and organic-mineral fertilizers 
also used for organic farming is also an important case of circular economy, with a recovered quantity of almost 18 tons in 2018.
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10 -15 -32 -46+6937
The approach to the circular economy with attention to the issue 
of end-of-waste is inherent in the company’s DNA, so much so 
as to promote the re-use of its products among its users: the 
number of re-soles made by La Sportiva is constantly growing 
directly or through its own certified network of authorized 
resolers, which since 2012 have operated in as many as ten 
European markets widespread throughout the territory.
The service provided not only aims at regenerating products 

for maximum performance, but it is also strategic to contain 
corporate environmental impacts and increase product life, 
offering customers the opportunity to contact a professional 
trained by the company to regenerate the product which 
thus retains most of its original technical characteristics, 
without having to resort to the purchase and consumption of 
a new shoe.

Authorized
Resolers

2018 results 
compared to 

2017

Markets
served

Waste products 
compared to 2016

Hazardous waste
compared to 2016

Exhausted active 
carbon compared 

to 2016

Less raw 
materials used

Increase of
Life Time Cycle

The increase in life time value:

re-soling
waste:
a resource

In the two-year period 2017-18, following the company’s waste re-use policy, total waste production is in sharp decline (-15% 
compared to 2016). In 2017, waste disposed of in landfills (landfill destination - D15) is therefore a minimum percentage of the total 
(zeroed in 2018), while most of the waste produced is sent to various recovery activities (re-use - R13).

%% % %
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In 2018 the quantity of hazardous waste gradually decreased 
compared to 2016 (-32%).
At the Ziano di Fiemme production plant the highest number 
of hazardous waste produced refers to exhausted activated 
carbon, down 46% compared to 2016, used for the treatment 

of fumes and solvent gas filtration.
The other hazardous wastes are absorbent or filtering 
materials, packaging containing residues of hazardous 
substances and waste adhesives and sealants containing 
solvents.

84.632

2016

63.885

2017

57.137

2018
EVALUATION CRITERIA

suppliers by geographical area

total hazardous waste products (kg) 

Exhausted activated carbon,
used for the treatment of fumes

40% ITALY

52% TRIVENETO

69,66%

5,25%

5,48%

19,46%

0,15%

Packaging containing residues
of dangerous substances

Waste adhesives
and sealants containing solvents

Absorbents or filter materials
containing dangerous substances

Other hazardous waste

total waste produced by type

96%

4%

97%

3%

100%

Total waste products

Eco-compatibility of materials and supplies
UNI EN ISO 14001 certified management system

Work environment, equipment and conservation status
Technical and managerial organization of human resources
Implementation of other management systems
Corporate social responsibility

Recovered waste - R13
Disposed waste - D15

201820172016

3% WORLD

5% EUROPE

the sustainable
supply chain
The main suppliers of raw materials mainly belong to the 
footwear district of the Montebelluna area (TV).

For La Sportiva the qualification of suppliers is carried out in 
compliance with environmental and social sustainability 
criteria with a method that evaluates suppliers one year from 
the beginning of the employment relationship, and periodically by 
sample based on specific criteria. This assessment is mandatory 
for environmental criteria, while it is currently optional for 
social ones.

The score assigned to the environmental section is equally divided between the possession of a UNI EN ISO 14001 certified 
management system and the eco-compatibility analysis of materials and supplies, including an assessment of the end-of-life 
disposal of the products, the recovery of the waste, the impact on processing and the presence of ecological packaging.

environment

social
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201820172016

The building dedicated to the offices of the 
marketing and commercial department and 
to the showrooms is completely self-sufficient 
from the energy point of view, thanks to the 
installation of a heat pump system that satisfies 
the needs of heating and air conditioning and 
to a photovoltaic system of 18, 89 kWp. that 
allows the electric self-sufficiency.

A biomass and cogeneration district heating 
plant for the production of thermal and electric 
energy has been designed in collaboration with the 
Magnifica Comunità di Fiemme, in service starting 
from 2019 both for the new La Sportiva production 
plant and for the Magnifica sawmill.

Following the expansion of the Ziano site and the increased 
production capacity, the total consumption of electricity 
(deriving 100% from renewable sources) compared to 2016 
increased by 29%, also considering the electricity produced by 
the photovoltaic plant that is totally used in self-consumption.

Also the consumption of thermal energy was consequently 

increasing, recording a variation of 17% between 2016 and 
2018.
Faced with an increase in electricity and thermal energy 
consumption in absolute values, the annual energy intensity, 
given by the relationship between energy consumption and 
turnover, was stable over the last 3 years, equal to 10.9% in 
2018 at compared with 11.6% in 2016.

The new production plant has a 128 kWp 
photovoltaic system, which integrated the 
previous 18.89 kWp plant and covers an 
area of 750 square meters.

La Sportiva adopts the best technologies to reduce the environmental impact of the plant.

renewable and          clean energy
energy consumption (GJ)

0

3.000

6.000

9.000

Electricity    Thermic energy
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La Sportiva’s water consumption is mostly due to civil uses, which make up about 87% of total annual 
consumption.
Since 2018, two rainwater collection tanks have been installed used for irrigation of green areas, in support 
of which the irrigation system remains which integrates the needs only in periods of drought.
The use of process water was almost interrupted in 2012 thanks to the introduction of an industrial closed-
cycle washing system that allowed a saving on water consumption of about 297 cubic meters per year.

In terms of water intensity, or the ratio between litres of water consumed and turnover generated, the 
reduction was over 50%: from 5.9% in 2012 to 3% in 2018. The plant was designed for washing , the 
rinsing and drying of rubber materials and allows a significant reduction in water consumption as it uses 
a continuous load rotation system through an immersion wash that recycles the water always present in 
the tanks.

To keep the emissions generated by its production plant to a 
minimum, La Sportiva has invested in systems to reduce and 
mitigate emissions into the atmosphere.
In fact, in the new Ziano di Fiemme production plant the 
suction system was upgraded with the installation of an 
additional activated carbon box for filtering solvent gases. 
Water-based products are also being tested in place of 
solvent-based products.

In terms of CO2 emissions, the main emission sources to 
2018 are associated with the consumption of electricity 
(54%), the methane used to operate the boilers (34%) and 
the fuel consumed by the company fleet (12% overall). In 
the last three years total CO2 equivalent emissions have 
increased by 24%, mainly due to the greater consumption 
of electricity and methane for the expansion of the Ziano di 
Fiemme site.

The increase in emissions is the consequence of a more than proportional increase in production which leads to having the 
ratio between emissions and shoes produced generally tending to decrease from 2016 to the present, demonstrating a more 
efficient management of the production plants and, in general, of the business processes.

emissions and transports

Emissions / Produced shoes

less water, more air

2,155

1,835
1,795

-297.000 liters

water consumption by type (m3)

c02 emissions by type (ton)

0

0

200

400

600

1.000

2.000

3.000

2018

2018

20182017

2017

20172016

2016

2016

Civil use    Company green areas irrigation    Production

Fuel    Methane    Electricity
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human 
capital
“The evolution of a product is always a matter of intuition, 
sensitivity and perception of the athletes and at the same 
time of research work within the company.”

Giulia Delladio

If this company has become what it is, in ninety years of history, it is thanks to the 
people. It is thanks to the unwavering trust in the work of everyone that we have 
grown so much in a short time. At La Sportiva we don’t expect a co-worker to pull a 
rabbit from a hat. We don’t expect magic. We expect commitment, dedication, passion. 
Work. The success of this company is based on perseverance and on method, on 
believing and trusting, it is something so deeply rooted as to be its very essence.

In the ninety years of activity, the company management has always invested in the 
development of human capital, aware that entrepreneurial success is based on the 
satisfaction and serenity of the collaborators.
Thanks to a positive work environment, the collaborators have been able to 
express expertise and creative ability, cultivate productive skills with tenacity and 
commitment, overcome obstacles and constantly innovating .
With this vision La Sportiva has invested in the safety of the working environment and 
in training. The company has joined #WelfareTrentino, the network of companies 
from Trentino promoted by Confindustria Trento aimed at developing corporate 
welfare for the benefit of workers, businesses and the territory.
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258

83

93%

2%

5%

Thanks to the increase in exports and the growth in demand for products, the positive employment trend 
continues in 2018 (+ 10% compared to 2017) which raises the total number of employees to 341; staff growth 
has been constant in recent years, with an increase of around 30% from 2016 to date.

All employees are subject to the National Collective Footwear 
Industry Agreement, to which La Sportiva refers for organizational 
changes.
Almost all of La Sportiva’s employees are resident in Trentino-Alto 
Adige, especially in the Autonomous Province of Trento.
Personnel research aims to involve the most diverse professional 
figures that the labour market can offer, combining the valorisation 
of local employment, in particular for production, and the search 
for clerical figures with specific competences in the national and 
international field.

outside 
the region

indeterminate
contracts

determinate
contracts

tn

bz

7347

236215

2017 20182016 95%
full-time

68%
workers

34
1

our people

53%
36%

11%

The average age of La Sportiva employees is 36 years. The company aims to 
enhance its business by surrounding itself with enterprising young people 
who can add value to the experience of employees with greater seniority in 
the company. In 2018, 36% of those employed are under the age of 30 and 
over 70% have a seniority of less than 10 years.

age range

< 30 30 - 50 > 50

51%

21% 15% 13%

year of service

< 5 5 - 10 10 - 15 > 15

5%
part-time

28% 1%

3%

employees senior executives

managers
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Turnover Rate
In La Sportiva, gender equality is a recognized value 
with a slightly larger number of women employed 
(57%).

The ratio of total gross remuneration between women 
and men, obtained by dividing the total sum of gross 
annual income received by women compared to that of 
men, by classification and by level, does not reveal any 
gender difference.
The deviations from 100% are in fact due exclusively to 
different levels of seniority within the same contractual 
framework

salaries and gender equality

employment workers employees

1  100% -

2 100% 95%

3 93% 96%

4 92% 81%

5 - 77%

6 - 95%

7 - 113%

8 - QUADRO - 86%

total average 96% 92%

In the last three years, optional maternity leave has 
been used on average by 10 employees per year. In 
2018, 8 out of 10 employees returned to work.

post-maternity return rate

146

133

114

195

176

148

2018

2017

2016

8/10

our people

Employed
staff

Staff
leaving

the company

In 2017, the constant growth of personnel has led to 
reaching the peak of the recruitment rate (+ 25%). 
Over the last three years, the workforce has grown on 
average by 23% per year. Most of the new recruitments 
involved women (63%) and young people under the age 
of 30 (63%).

The staff turnover rate reached 13% in 2018. In the 
2016-2018 three-year period the average turnover 
rate was far lower than the average hiring rate (11% 
against 23%).

new recruitment turnover

4%

33%

63%
Recruitment

for age

Recruitment Rate

< 30 30 - 50 > 50

2016 2017 2018

35%

37%

65%

63%
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20%

25%
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training
La Sportiva is committed to enhancing its human capital through the organization of training courses aimed at developing 
specific skills. Training is considered one of the fundamental aspects of innovation which is the distinctive characteristic 
of the company. It is also a useful tool to improve and streamline internal processes, with the introduction of new 
knowledge in the company, which is fundamental to keep up with a world in constant evolution.

10% Quality, environment, heakth and safety

58% Operations

6%   Administration

1%   Commercial and sales

8%   Marketing

15% Technical Research & Development office

2% Miscellaneous (ex:transversal)

2018

72

766

2017

100

461

2016

62

258

training activities provided

Number of competitors

Training hours

#welfaretrentino
network

Since 2018, La Sportiva has joined #WelfareTrentino, 
the network of companies promoted by Confindustria 
Trento along with a group of innovative companies that 
are attentive to the needs of its staff, which focuses on 
the person, increases real remuneration, promotes 
well-being and business competitiveness.  Adherence 
to this project evidences the attention that La Sportiva 
has always paid to the enhancement of human capital, 
as improving the quality of life of employees means 
investing in their permanence within the company, and 
this is fundamental in a reality manufacturing, where 
the technical know-how of the workforce is one of the 
main corporate assets to be protected and developed.
The #WelfareTrentino network works in a flexible and 
personalized way: it defines a common set of goods 

and services, available to each employee, from which 
each member of the network is able to activate a 
personalized welfare plan. The employee is assigned 
a budget and by accessing the platform he can see the 
opportunities made available by the company (in the 
categories: health, social security, assistance, home, 
school, wellness, leisure, shopping) and purchase the 
benefits he prefers.
La Sportiva has adopted internally the #WelfareTrentino 
platform to perform virtuously and integrate the 
provisions of the National Collective Agreement for 
Footwear Industry, favoring the needs of employees 
and their families.

A network of companies for 
corporate welfare for the benefit 
of workers, businesses and the 
territory.
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environmental
safety at work
The safety of the working environment is a fundamental 
and critical aspect for a manufacturing company like La 
Sportiva which since 2016 has recorded an increase 
in production staff of around 23%. This is why over 
the years the company has been constantly committed 
to implementing management aimed at minimizing 
risks at work. Specifically, in 2018 an OHSAS 18001 
certification process was started, a standard that 
aims to reinforce a company management system 
in the area of occupational health and safety with the 
aim of continuously reducing risks and improving the 
environment working.

In compliance with the provisions of current legislation 
on the health and safety of workers, La Sportiva has set up 
the Health and Safety Committee, which meets annually 
and is composed of: representative of the Management, 
RSPP, competent doctor and 3 representatives of 
workers for safety. The latter represent the totality of 
workers employed by La Sportiva, and contribute to the 
goal of improving overall safety in the company..

la sPORTIVA
SOCIAL

Associative network between companies in the Val di Fiemme that, among the various activities, 
stimulates the sustainable mobility of collaborators by monitoring their movements in order to be 
able to report the related environmental impacts.

Humanitarian association that aims to create and stimulate the spirit of understanding among the 
people of the world, spread the principles of good governance and good citizenship, for the civic, 
cultural, social and moral good of the community; encourage people to improve their community.

Association for purposes of social utility of Predazzo in support of people with disabilities for 
a full recovery in terms of work, intellect and leisure time and therefore of relationships and 
interpersonal relationships.

The first center in Trentino for research and the fight against autism proposed in 2016 by the 
Trentina Foundation for Autism Onlus, of which La Sportiva has been a part since 2014. The 
foundation, chaired by Giovanni Coletti, founder of Tama SpA, originated to promote and implement 
projects aimed at improving the quality of life of people of all ages affected by this illness. Among 
these, the residential project called “the children of the fairies”, aimed at adults, which consists in 
the realization of a service that gradually facilitates the detachment of the person from the family 
nucleus of origin and continues at the same time the action of existential support allowing them to 
live in a serene and comfortable environment, perfectly integrated into the local community.

Fiemme Piace

La Sportiva has been an integral part of the Valle di Fiemme and Trentino area for 
90 years and is proactive in participating in projects with social implications. 
The company is part of some associations, such as:

Lions Club

Sportabili Association

Casa Sebastiano - Val di Non
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La Sportiva is the partner for the outdoor clothing of Aquila Basket Trento, a team that plays in the 
maximum Italian basketball championship. Staff and players wear the La Sportiva collection for 
their outdoor activities in the mountains and in lifestyle situations.
Lifestyle that also translates into eco-sustainable choices, supported by the two Trentino realities 
through green initiatives aimed at promoting the arrival on foot or by bicycle to the PalaTrento, 
home of the L’Aquila Basket Trento, and which also translates into attention to social policies with 
initiatives aimed at spreading the sport and its values in the Trentino schools and small sports 
societies, including Valle, of which Trentino is dotted.

Since 2014, La Sportiva has supported the arrangement and maintenance of the Palazzo della 
Magnifica Comunità di Fiemme, by joining the “Ambasciatori del palazzo” project, which allows 
companies to use the historic building of Cavalese for special events or initiatives linked to direct 
needs , such as workshops, conferences, seminars but also for initiatives towards their customers 
or suppliers.

Aquila Basket Trento

Palazzo Magnifica Comunità di Fiemme

Project aimed at including people in difficulty in the world of work: with personalized training 
courses, in specially equipped laboratories, the Samuele Cooperative puts people of all ages in 
a position to be useful in producing special objects made with waste materials supplied by La 
Sportiva . From 2016 to 2018, 1430 square meters of waste leather from internal processing 
were provided and classified as a by-product, producing gifts and leather goods resold through 
the La Sportiva brand store network

Samuele Cooperative

An initiative that aims to make the world of climbers and mountain lovers aware of the topic of bone 
marrow donation, making the climbers aware that becoming a donor is a simple and safe gesture. 
The testimonials become donors thanks to the ADMO project (Bone Marrow Donation Association) 
& Climb For Life are: Adam Ondra, James Pearson, Caroline Ciavaldini, Silvio Reffo, Michele Caminati 
and Pietro Dal Pra.

ADMO & Climb For Life

Climbing event in Finale Ligure, where part of the proceeds is allocated to solidarity projects for 
the Nepalese populations.

Humanitarian association based in Val di Fassa that supports projects for building schools in Nepal. 
In 2018 the company donated over 300 animals to the association for Nepalese populations hit by 
earthquakes.

Sports event in Sottosassa (Predazzo) in favor of the association Ale4M, a non-profit association 
named after Alessandro Conti which aims to transmit and share the values and interests that have 
characterized its 23 years of life.

Minitrail reserved for children in the main event, whose inscriptions were donated to the ADI 
(Italian Association against Leukemia).

Non-competitive race to raise awareness of violence against women, the proceeds of which were 
donated to the “Violence is not a destiny” fund.

Finale for Nepal

Associazione Helambu Arcobaleno

Climb & Fun

CUET Minitrail

Wirun Trento

fundraising
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From the specialized communication of the early 2000s 
aimed at mountaineers, La Sportiva has progressively 
moved on to languages and modalities that on the one 
hand interpret the evolution of the product offer and on 
the other changes in lifestyles, in particular the way of 
life the mountains.
Today the communication of the La Sportiva brand is 
aimed at all outdoor enthusiasts and more generally at 
those who love to experience nature in an active way: 
an audience that is constantly expanding, embracing 
people with varied profiles and interests.
The brand was awarded by ICM Advisor for 

distinguishing itself as a lifestyle brand for mountain 
enthusiasts, promoter of digital customer experience 
initiatives that immerse the customer in the mountain 
world, creating involvement and thus strengthening the 
brand.
Given the strong presence in international markets, the 
website www.lasportiva.com in five languages (Italian, 
English, French, Spanish and German) represents the 
cornerstone of the communicative ecosystem created 
by the company, on which the e- shop and the magazine 
are based. News, stories of ambassadors, product 
news, sports events told in the magazine naturally find 
their way into the company’s social media channels, all 
of which are declined for the two main markets: Europe 
and North America and for a total of over a million 
followers throughout the world

“Either we explore new territories, or we will face the extinction”
Buzz Aldrin, astronaut

content is king

communication
From October 2018 La Sportiva has unified some of its most important 
Facebook pages, creating the first corporate Global Page. At the end of 
2018 the countries with differentiated communication included in this 
structure are Italy, England, Spain, France, Germany, Austria, Switzerland, 
Australia, with 152,000 followers. The goal for 2019, will be to include 
in the structure other fundamental pages such as La Sportiva North 
America, Mexico and Japan, thus exceeding the 380,000 global followers.

Present in the digital world since the times of the social MySpace (2007), La Sportiva declines its orientation towards the 
performance of products and services for its consumers in digital marketing, which first of all provides a quality service 
and experience for the user. La Sportiva’s video productions represent the cornerstone of the digital customer experience, 
based on the “Content is the king” approach and aimed at offering quality content to the customer base: such as La Sportiva 
Storyteller in which athletes-ambassadors talk about their lives, the series of adventures signed #MyTrangoTower, the 
Strange Heroes mini serieseries featuring the athletes of the La Sportiva climbing team, the Upendo Vibes stories from 
the van, which lead to the discovery of some incredible corners of Europe, revealing tricks to travel light and smart while 
remaining comfortable and protected.

- La Sportiva IT
      Italian and global page
   152.000 LIKES

- La Sportiva NA
      North American page
   200.000 LIKES

- @lasportivatwitt
      Italian and global page
   13.800 followerS

- @Sportiva
      North American page
   59.500 followerS

- @lasportivagram
      Italian e global account
      +100.000 followers in a year 
   211.000 followers

- @lasportivana
      North American account
   320.000 followers

- @lasportivaspain
      Spanish account
   15.000 followers

- @lasportivanorge
      Norvegian account
   12.000 followers

- La Sportiva
      global account
   27.500 SUBSCRIBERS

- La Sportiva North America
      North American account
   18.500 SUBSCRIBERS

social networks
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Also on the occasion of the company’s 90th anniversary, 
La Sportiva has created a large celebratory event open to 
all, the 90th Anniversary Party, at the MUSE of Trento, 
where it set up a temporary exhibition from April 26th 
to May 25th 2018, to tell the story of the evolution of 
mountaineering worldwide.
The La Sportiva follower is also made aware of how to 
behave in a way that respects the mountain environment, 
by suggesting the best way to “leave no trace other than 
our own footprints”.
Upcoming projects include the creation of an official radio 
store, LaSpo Radio, which will feature all La Sportiva 
brand stores to offer customers an increasingly emotional 
experience, thanks to content designed for an advanced, 
dynamic and active clientele. 

Confirming its ability to innovate not only in the product but 
also in communication, on the occasion of the company’s 
90th anniversary, La Sportiva first launched a business 
communication web-series dedicated to its failures thus, 
revealing some background stories that lie behind the 
great innovations of these 90 years.
Through the words of the protagonists of today and 
yesterday, including athletes of the caliber of Manolo, 
Simone Moro, Reinhold Messner and Adam Ondra, La 
Sportiva tells in three episodes a story of perseverance, 
resilience, passion and dedication.
The storytelling was then continued in a transmedia 
manner through the creation of a company monograph 
printed in 6000 copies and with an online version.

a multimedia project
LA SPORTIVA 90TH:

The International Sales Meeting (ISM) is the appointment 
that brings together over 70 importers of the brand 
worldwide, presenting the news of the following season. It 
is held twice a year, in May and November, for the duration 
of four days.
The ISM is strategic for La Sportiva, so much so that it 
was chosen as the setting for the 90th Anniversary Party, 
the 90th anniversary celebration event open to the entire 
Trentino population and more generally to all mountain 
enthusiasts and its protagonists which took place on May 
23, 2018 at the MUSE of Trento. The event was entitled 
#TrentoLaSportiva to emphasize the sporting and 
dynamic character of the capital – that according to ISTAT 
statistics, is the city in Italy with the largest number of 
active practitioners – this event reached over 4000 people 
involving the city center, some bars and structures of the 
historic center, the Palace delle Albere, the Museum of 
Natural Sciences and the Parco delle Albere.

With its 90th Anniversary Party, La Sportiva animated the 
city of Trento with streetboulder events right in the heart 
of the historic center with mountain-themed aperitifs at 
the Plan and Pasi bars which for the occasion celebrated 
the company in flavors and colors; with the DJ set at the 
park of the Muse, the drink and food sessions and the 
climbing with the athletes-ambassadors in the park of 
the Albere, where it was possible to go climbing with the 
whole family on a boulder wall of 20 meters and watch a 
compelling evening contest among the best climbers in 
the world.
In the evening, great guests came to speak on stage: 
Simone Moro, Tamara Lunger and Adam Ondra who have 
made the history of mountaineering and world climbing 
with La Sportiva, and, among the climbers present were 
Kilian Fischhuber, Anna Stöhr, Angela Eiter, Stefano Ghisolfi, 
Jacopo Larcher, Mina Markovic and many others. Among 
the audience: Manolo, Anton Krupicka and other legends, 
while for the grand finale of the 90th Anniversary Party 
the contest’s grand final took place with an evening DJ Set 
by Johnny Mox and 3D Mapping on the walls of the Muse.

International
Sales Meeting
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We believe in our athletes. We support their visions with our products, tracing the path of evolution and innovation in the 
outdoor world. Each member of the team has a story made up of experience, passion and dedication as well as the values 
for which La Sportiva is the spokesperson. Every story is a reality in itself, every success comes from work and application.
The LaSpo Team is a group of 98 athletes who have become a Sportiva ambassador in three specific communities: Climbing, 
Skialp and Mountain Running, all united by the choice of living the disciplines to the maximum, in search of the next step in 
evolution.

15
skialpers

53
climbers
alpinists

30
mountain
runners

the Laspo team
the ambassadors:

la sportiva on stage

MILANO CLIMBING EXPO

MOUNTAIN RUNNING CUP
6 stages 5000 participants

Main Sponsor

Main Sponsor

Main Sponsor

Title Sponsor

Main Sponsor

Main Sponsor67 stages

24 stages

NAZIONALE FRANCESE SKIALP

CLIMB-IN-GYM

run-in’ shop

BANFF FILM FESTIVAL

arco rock star

EPIC SKI TOUR

LAVAREDO ULTRA TRAIL

FISHERMAN STRONGMANRUN
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The commitment made by La Sportiva in the environmental field in 2018 the company 
was awarded the National Radical Green Award, promoted by Green Week and 
reserved for companies that operate daily in the development of sustainable 
products and processes.
In this area already in 2016 the President and CEO Lorenzo Delladio was honored 
with the title of Officer “Cavaliere della Repubblica Italiana” for the management 
of the family business with an eco-sustainable approach and aware of the social 
responsibilities towards the environment.

awards

In the field of communication, in 2017 the company obtains 
the Best Digital Practice Award for digital communication 
in Italy and gains three awards for the digital customer 
experience, in the context of “FFF - Save The Brand” in which 
the best of Made in Italy of Fashion, Food and Furniture take 
part. In 2018 the company also won the award among 500 
Italian SMEs organized by the Corriere della Sera and IULM 
Milan University, for overall Best Communication and 
Best Communication on Facebook.
In 2017, the partnership with Dolomiti Energia to support 
L’Aquila basketball, which reinforces the link between La 

Sportiva and the area thanks to the presence in the team of 
athletes who love nature and the Trentino peaks, is worthy 
of the Sport Industry Awards in the category Best initiative 
outside the sector.
In 2018 La Sportiva won the OMI Award dedicated to 
corporate monographs.
With regard to product innovation, the company continues 
to win the major ISPO awards from 2014 to the present 
day. The latest award for the best product was in the 
mountaineering footwear category for the Olympus Mons 
Cube model.

This publication represents the second edition of La Sportiva’s Sustainability Report, 
prepared in accordance with the international GRI STANDARD guidelines, published in 2016 
by the non-profit organization GRI - Global Reporting Initiative.
If the first edition represented the beginning of a process of reporting and transparency 
with respect to the main environmental, social and economic aspects that characterize the 
company, this second edition has set itself the goal of giving continuity both to the process of 
involvement of the stakeholders, for which further listening opportunities were organized, 
both in the reporting process, analyzing the degree of achievement of the objectives 
established in the previous edition and bringing out the activities carried out by La Sportiva 
in the last two years of analysis. In fact, the data refer to the year 2018, or from 1 January to 
31 December 2018 and where possible, are reported in the form of a four-year historical 
series (2015-2018).
The field of application to which the data relate has not changed with respect to the previous 
edition: it includes the set of activities carried out by La Sportiva in the Ziano di Fiemme 
production site in Trentino; specifically, the perimeter within which the analysis took place 
refers to the production of mountain footwear, trekking, climbing, outdoor accessories, ski 
touring boots and technical winter and summer clothing. The degree of application chosen 
is the core-fundamental one, with the provision of a constant update every two years.

The publication can be consulted from the specific section of the corporate website 
dedicated to Corporate Social Responsibility:

https://www.lasportiva.com/en/csr

metodological
notes
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GRI STANDARD INDICATORs Chapter/section PAGe

GENERAL section
organization profile

GRI 102-1 Organization name Colophon and Backcover

GRI 102-2 Activities, brand, products and services A company with a dolomitic spirit 32

GRI 102-3 headquarter Colophon and Backcover

GRI 102-4 operational offices Colophon and Backcover

GRI 102-5 Property and legal form The group and the system of governance 35

GRI 102-6 Served markets
La Sportiva in figures

8; 37
The interantional presence

GRI 102-7 Size of the organization
La Sportiva in figures

8; 15
La Sportiva growth

GRI 102-8 Information on employees and other workers Our People 60

GRI 102-9 The suppliers The sustainable supply chain 53

GRI 102-10 Significant changes in the reporting period Significant events occurred during the reporting period are reported in the consolidated financial 
statements of La Sportiva SpA and in its reports.

GRI 102-11 Prudential approach An integrated management system 37

GRI 102-12 Support for external initiatives

La Sportiva for sustainable development goals

6; 37; 67An integrated management system

La Sportiva for social

GRI 102-13 Membership of associations Stakeholders 26

STRATEGy

GRI 102-14 Statement by the CEO and the President Letter to the stakeholders 5

GRI 102-15 Main impacts, risks and opportunities description An integrated management system 37

INTEGRITY AND ETHICS

GRI 102-16 Values, principles, standards and rules of conduct
For Your Mountain

12; 37
An integrated management system

GOVERNANCE
GRI 102-18 Governance structure The group and the system of governance 35

GRI 102-22 Composition of the highest governing body and its 
committees The group and the system of governance 35

GRI 102-23 Indication if the Chairman of the highest governance body 
is also the Chief Executive Officer The group and the system of governance 35

GRI 102-24 Selection process and appointment of the highest gover-
ning body The group and the system of governance 35

STAKEHOLDER INVOLVEMENT
GRI 102-40 Stakeholder group list Stakeholders 26

GRI 102-41 Collective bargaining agreements Our People 60

GRI 102-42 Identification and selection process
of stakeholders Stakeholders 26

GRI 102-43 Approach to stakeholder engagement Stakeholders 26

GRI 102-44 Main topics and critical issues emerged Stakeholders 26

REPORT profile

GRI 102-45 Companies included in the consolidated financial state-
ments The group and the system of governance 35

GRI 102-46 Definition of the contents of the Sustainability Report and 
of the reporting scope Metodological notes 77

GRI 102-47 List of material aspects the Materiality matrix 27

GRI 102-48 Changes to previously communicated information There were no significant changes compared to the previous period

GRI 102-49 Significant changes compared to the previous reporting 
period There were no significant changes compared to the previous period

GRI 102-50 Reporting period Metodological notes 77

GRI 102-51 Publication date of the Sustainability Report
most recent The previous Sustainability Report was published in 2017.

GRI 102-52 Reporting frequency Metodological notes 77

GRI 102-53 Contacts for information regarding the Sustainability 
Report Colophon and backcover

GRI 102-54 Indication of the chosen “in accordance” option Metodological notes 77

GRI 102-55 GRI Content Index GRI Content Index 78

GRI 102-56 External Assurance of the Sustainability Report There is no external assurance for this edition

content
index
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ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE
GRI 201-1 Direct economic value generated and distributed Performance and economic results 38

GRI 202-2 Percentage of senior managers from the local community 75% of Senior Managers classified as Executives come from the local community

GRI 203-1 Infrastructural investments and services that provide a 
public benefit La Sportiva for social 67

GRI 204-1 Percentage of expenditure concentrated on local 
suppliers The sustainable supply chain 53

ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE
GRI 301-1 Materials used for weight and volume Objective reduction of waste 47

GRI 302-1 Energy consumption within the organization Clean and renewable energy 54

GRI 302-3 Energy intensity Clean and renewable energy 54

GRI 303-1 Total volume of water withdrawn by supply source Less water, more air 56

GRI 303-3 Volume of water recycled and reused Less water, more air 56

GRI 304-1 Operational sites in or near protected areas La Sportiva for sustainable development goals 6

GRI 305-1 Direct greenhouse gas emissions (Scope 1) Less water, more air 56

GRI 306-2 Waste by type and method of disposal Waste: a resource 51

GRI 307-1 Failure to comply with environmental laws and regula-
tions There are no sanctions in the reference period

GRI 308-1 New suppliers evaluated using environmental criteria The sustainable supply chain 53

social PERFORMANCE
GRI 401-1 Recruitment of new employees and staff turnover Our People 60

GRI 401-3 Parental leave Our People 60

GRI 402-1 Minimum period of notice for organizational changes Our People 60

GRI 403-1 Representation of workers in joint formal committees 
Management-Workers for health and safety Safety in the work environment 66

GRI 403-4 Health and safety issues included in formal agreements 
with trade unions Training 64

GRI 404-1 Average training hours per employee and year Average training hours per employee: 4.2 in 2016, 4.6 in 2017, 10.6 in 2018

GRI 404-2 Programs for the management of skills and to promote 
progressive training / updating Training 64

GRI 405-1 Gender diversity in government bodies
and between employees

“The CDA is composed of 33% women and the remaining 66% men.
67% of the members of the Board come from the province of Trento,
the remaining 33% from outside the province. “

Our People 62

GRI 405-2 Relationship between male and female wages Our people 62

GRI 406-1 Episodes related to discriminatory practices
and actions taken There are no sanctions in the reference period

GRI 413-1 Operations involving local communities, impact asses-
sments and development programs La Sportiva per il sociale 67

GRI 414-1 New suppliers evaluated using social criteria The sustainable supply chain 53

GRI 419-1 Failure to comply with laws and regulations on social and 
economic matters There are no sanctions in the reference period
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